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Harvey Software Announces MACH Software as Featured Business Partner
FORT MYERS, FL – March 14, 2014 – Harvey Software, Inc., announced today it has selected
MACH Software as a Harvey Software Featured Business Partner.
“Shippers today want their shipping software system working in sync with all of their business
processes in a streamlined, cost-efficient, tightly integrated solution,” said Terry Kennedy, Chief
Operating Officer of Harvey Software. “The powerful combination of MACH Software’s order
management system and Harvey Software’s CPS™ multi-carrier shipping software provides
users a complete, fully-integrated duo to manage their entire business. From our experience in
working with MACH Software over the years, we find them to be a great company,” Mr. Kennedy
continued. “To help our customers, we constantly search for companies that share the same
level of service offerings and customer service commitment as Harvey Software. Shipping is
complicated enough without the shipping software not easily cooperating with other vital business
process software. When we find a winner like MACH Software, we highlight them as part of our
business partner program as a Featured Harvey Software Business Partner to let our customers
and prospective customers know,” Mr. Kennedy stated.
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MACH Software recently published an article based on feedback about 3 party solutions their
customers use to bring their systems together titled "Evaluation of Three Manifest Systems:
Harvey Software CPS Basics, USPS Endicia, UPS Worldwide". Not surprising is the level of
customer satisfaction that MACH Software users enjoy due to the MACH Software/Harvey
Software partnership. To learn more about the article, visit MACH Software at
http://www.machsoftware.com/evaluation-of-three-manifest-systems-harvey-software-cpsbasicsusps-endicia-ups-worldwide/
About Harvey Software, Inc.
Harvey Software is an established, leading developer of carrier neutral, multi-carrier shipping
software solutions providing businesses of all sizes with shipping solutions since 1983. Harvey
Software's shipping software solutions are all powered by the Computerized Parcel System
(CPS™) which increases profits, boosts domestic and international shipping efficiency, greatly
reduces shipping expenses and eliminates the inefficiencies of single carrier software systems.
Shipping software systems Powered by CPS are UPS Ready®, FedEx® Compatible Solutions,
USPS® eVS certified and work with USPS Internet Postage. CPS Powered solutions can be
purchased, downloaded, installed, updated and supported all over the Internet. Millions of
packages are shipped every day using CPS Powered solutions.
For additional information about this release, please visit http://www.HarveySoft.com/, or contact
Terry Kennedy, Chief Operating Officer, 7370 College Pkwy., Suite 214, Fort Myers, FL 33907,
800-231-0296. We make logistics easy!
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